Check Out Our New Books!

• December 2023 •

Adult Fiction

• The Peasant King – Tessa Afshar
• Someone Always Nearby – Susan Wittig Albert
• The Little Liar – Mitch Albom
• A Million Little Choices – Tamera Alexander
• Hell’s March – Taylor Anderson
• Leave the Lights On – Liv Andersson
• Losing Spring – V.C. Andrews
• A Fire in the Flesh – Jennifer L. Armentrout
• Wreck the Halls – Tessa Bailey
• The Edge – David Baldacci
• The Warsaw Sisters – Amanda Barratt
• Big Little Spells – Hazel Beck
• My Perfect Wife, Her Perfect Son – Joe Benevento
• The Proof of the Pudding – Rhys Bowen
• All the Broken Places – John Boyne
• Sister of Starlit Seas – Terry Brooks
• Paradise for Christmas – Carolyn Brown
• Lost & Hound – Rita Mae Brown
• The Olympian Affair – Jim Butcher
• Haunting Adeline – H.D. Carlton
• The Christmas Wager – Holly Cassidy
• False Evidence – James Chandler
• One and Done – James Chandler
• The Secret – Lee Child
• Starstruck – Amy Clipston
• Midnight Duet – Jen Comfort

• Marshaling Her Heart – Mary Connealy
• Resurrection Walk – Michael Connelly
• Shadows of You – Catherine Cowles
• The Corsican Shadow – Clive Cussler
• God-Shaped Hole – Tiffanie DeBartolo
• Independence – Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni
• Dirty Thirty – Janet Evanovich
• The Christmas Café – Eliza Evans
• Calamity – Constance Fay
• I Heard a Fly Buzz When I Died – Amanda Flower
• Stalking Around the Christmas Tree – Jacqueline Frost
• The Girls Weekend – Jody Gehrman
• The Spy Coast – Tess Gerritsen
• Murder Checks Out – Victoria Gilbert
• The Girl Who Never Came Back – Suzanne Goldring
• Her Secret Hope – Shelley Shepard Gray
• Ballistic – Mark Greaney
• Gray Man – Mark Greaney
• On Target – Mark Greaney
• The Exchange – John Grisham
• Slay – Laurell K. Hamilton
• Hercule Poirot’s Silent Night – Sophie Hannah
• Into the Fire – Irene Hannon
• The Favorites – Rosemary Hennigan
• Wellness – Nathan Hill
• Christmas at the Lake – Anita Hughes
• What a Wave Must Be – Angela Elwell Hunt
• Mrs. Claus and the Trouble with Turkeys – Liz Ireland
• Distant Sons – Tim Johnston
• Breakfast at the Beach House Hotel – Judith Keim
• Christmas at the Beach House Hotel – Judith Keim
• Dinner at the Beach House Hotel – Judith Keim
• Lunch at the Beach House Hotel – Judith Keim
• Forgotten Trail: A National Parks Mystery - Claire Kells
• The Graham Effect – Elle Kennedy
• Night Shift – Stephen King
• Just Once – Karen Kingsbury
• The House of Love and Death – Andrew Klavan
• The Girl in the Vault – Michael Ledwidge
• Face of Greed - James L’Etoile
• Better than a Box of Chocolates – Emily March
• The Christmas Pawdcast- Emily March
• The Summer Melt – Emily March
• Betrayal – Phillip Margolin
• Lilith – Nikki Marmery
• From a Far and Lovely Country – Alexander McCall Smith
• Past Lying – Val McDermid
• Do You Remember? – Frieda McFadden
• The Ex – Frieda McFadden
• Want to Know a Secret? – Frieda McFadden
• The Wife Upstairs – Frieda McFadden
• Sugar Plum Poisoned – Jenn McKinlay
• A Very Inconvenient Scandal – Jacquelyn Mitchard
• When I’m Dead – Hannah Morrissey
• The High Mountain Court – A.K. Mulford
• The Witches’ Blade – A.K. Mulford
• Home at Night – Paula Munier
• The Professor – Lauren Nossett
• America Fantastica – Tim O’Brien
• Some Of Us are Looking – Carline O’Connor
• Wyoming Proud – Diana Palmer
• A Christmas Vanishing – Anne Perry
• Knowing You – Tracie Peterson
• Up on the Woof Top – Spencer Quinn
• Wildwood Whispers – Willa Reece
• The Twelve Months of Christmas – Sheila Roberts
• The Girl Behind the Wall – Mandy Robotham
• The Resistance Girl – Mandy Robotham
• Starlight Enclave – R.A. Salvatore
• The Wishing Bridge – Viola Shipman
• Appalachian Song – Michelle Shocklee
• Hopeless: A Small Town Fake Dating Romance – Elsie Silver
• Reckless: A Small Town Secret Baby Romance – Elsie Silver
• What We Could Have Been – Jess Sinclair
• The Cutthroat Countess – Minerva Spencer
• Killer Shots – Mary Stone
• Killer Smile – Mary Stone
• Killer Style – Mary Stone
• The Christmas Guest – Peter Swanson
• Kill Show: A True Crime Novel – Daniel Sweren-Becker
• Christmas at the Shelter Inn – RaeAnne Thayne
• The Beautiful and the Wild – Peggy Townsend
• To Spark a Match – Jen Turano
• Christmas Presents – Lisa Unger
• Remarkably Bright Creatures – Shelby VanPelt
• Let Us Descend – Jesmyn Ward
• System Collapse – Martha Wells
• The Twelve Dogs of Christmas – Susan Wiggs
• Faking Christmas – Kerry Winfrey
• The Amish Matchmakers – Beth Wiseman
• In the Likely Event – Rebecca Yarros
• The Unmaking of June Farrow – Adrienne Young

• Large Print •

• An Amish Christmas Star
• The Edge – David Baldacci
• Peg and Rose Solve a Murder – Laurien Berenson
• Peg and Rose Stir Up Trouble – Laurien Berenson
• Tapestry of Love – Linda Byler
• The Crime that Binds – Laurie Cass
• Fallen – Linda Castillo
• The Secret – Lee Child
• Resurrection Walk – Michael Connelly
• Under the Cover of Mercy – Rebecca Connolly
• Odyssey’s End – Matt Coyle
• Death by Food Truck: 4 Cozy Culinary Mysteries
• Murder Spills the Tea – Vicki Delany

• Adult Non-Fiction •

• Blueberry Blunder – Amanda Flower
• Marriage Can Be Mischief – Amanda Flower
• Peanut Butter Panic – Amanda Flower
• The Courtship Plan – Kathleen Fuller
• Shadows at Dusk – Elizabeth Goddard
• An Unexpected Amish Christmas – Rachel J. Good
• Amish Fugitive – Shelley Shepard Gray
• Happily Ever Amish – Shelley Shepard Gray
• Once Upon a Buggy – Shelley Shepard Gray
• The Exchange – John Grisham
• The House on Firefly Beach – Jenny Hale
• Dead River – William W. Johnstone
• Every Mother’s Son – William W. Johnstone
• The Fires of Hell – William W. Johnstone
• Stand Up and Die – William W. Johnstone
• 23 ½ Lies – James Patterson
• The Promise of Easter – Marta Perry
• The Second Christmas – Marta Perry
• Judgment Prey – John Sandford
• Second Act – Danielle Steel
• Off the Chain – Janice Thompson
• The Christmas Quilt – Lenora Worth

• Accidental: Rebuilding a Life After Taking One
• Alexa Hampton: Design, Style & Influence
• Among the Bros: A Fraternity Crime Story
• The Autists: Women on the Spectrum
• A Booze & Vinyl Christmas: Merry Music-and-Drink Pairings to Celebrate the Season
• Cheap Old Houses: An Unconventional Guide to Loving and Restoring a Forgotten Home
• Chicken Soup for the Soul: Time for Christmas! 101 Tales of Holiday Joy, Love & Gratitude
• The Curious World of Seahorses
• Founding Partisans
• Gangsterland: A Tour Through the Dark Heart of Jazz-Age New York City
• In Light of All Darkness: Inside the Polly Klaas Kidnapping and the Search for America’s Child
• In the Pines: A Lynching, A Lie, A Reckoning
• The Last Outlaws: The Desperate Final Days of the Dalton Gang
• Rebuilding a Marriage Better than New
• The Sisterhood: The Secret History of Women at the CIA
• Teddy and Booker T: How Two American Icons Blazed a Path for Racial Equality
• Time’s Echo: The Second World War, the Holocaust, and the Music of Remembrance
• To Rescue the Constitution: George Washington and the Fragile American Experiment
• Wanda E. Brunstetter’s Amish Friends Life Hacks
• What an Owl Knows: The New Science of the World’s Most Enigmatic Birds
• What the Taliban Told Me

• Biography •
• American Confidential: Uncovering the Bizarre Story of Lee Harvey Oswald and His Mother
• Behind the Seams: My Life in Rhinestones – Dolly Parton
• Being Henry: The Fonz… and Beyond – Henry Winkler
• Class: A Memoir of Motherhood, Hunger & Higher Education - Stephanie Land
• Enough – Cassidy Hutchinson
• Finding Baby Holly – Holly Marie Miller
• Hearts of Darkness: Serial Killers, the Behavioral Science Unit, and My Life as a Woman in the FBI – Jana Monroe
• The Jolliest Bunch: Unhinged Holiday Stories – Danny Pellegrino
• Larry McMurtry: A Life – Tracy Daugherty
• My Name is Barbra – Barbra Streisand
• Our Secret Society: Mollie Moon and the Glamour, Money, and Power behind the Civil Rights Movement
• The Woman in Me – Britney Spears
• Worthy – Jada Pinkett Smith
• **Book on CD**
  - The Secret – Lee Child
  - Dirty Thirty – Janet Evanovich
  - Shadows at Dusk – Elizabeth Goddard
  - Maybe You Should Talk to Someone – Lori Gottlieb
  - The River We Remember – William Kent Krueger
  - Blessed in the Mess – Joyce Meyer
  - Second Act – Danielle Steel

• **DVDs**
  - Air
  - Barbie
  - Blue Beetle
  - A Christmas Cookie Catastrophe
  - A Christmas Story Christmas
  - Eden: Untamed Planet
  - Ghosts: The Unseen Presence
  - Golda
  - Gran Turismo
  - Jules
  - Meg 2: The Trench
  - Mission Impossible: Dead Reckoning
  - My Big Fat Greek Wedding 3
  - A Perfect Planet: The Story of Earth’s Power and Fragility
  - Sound of Freedom
  - Strays

**CHECK OUT OUR NEW KIDS’ AND TEEN BOOKS!**

• **Picture Books**
  - Beatrice and Barb
  - Bees are Our Friends
  - The Big Cheese
  - The Concrete Garden
  - Cupig: The Valentine’s Day Pig
  - Disney 100 Years of Wonder Storybook
  - Kevin Goes First
  - Meet Bluey’s Friends
  - Spread Your Wings
  - Superbaby
  - Unflappable
  - Willow and Bunny
  - Wintergarden

• **JUV Fiction & Graphics**
  - Above the Trenches
  - Bamboo Kingdom: The Dark Sun
  - Big Nate: Move It or Lose It!
  - Diary of the Wimpy Kid: No Brainer
  - Dungeon Academy: No Humans Allowed!
  - Frogs: Awesome Amphibians
  - Horse Diaries: Black Cloud
  - The Last Kids on Earth and the Monster Dimension
  - Professor Pitt is a Nitwit!
• Rose Wolves
• Spider-Man: Animals Assemble!
• Stick Dog
• Stick Dog Chases a Pizza
• Stick Dog Wants a Hot Dog

• Adventures in Odyssey: The Best is Yet to Come

• Kids’ DVDs •
• Scooby-Doo and Krypto Too

• Teen Fiction & Graphics •
• A Bright Heart
• By the Time You Read This I’ll Be Gone
• Carry My Secret to Your Grave
• Defiant
• Eragon: The Illustrated Edition
• FNAF: The Silver Eyes
• Grace and Glory
• Silence and Shadow
• Static: Up All Night
• Thin Air
• Warriors: The Ultimate Guide

• JUV Non-Fiction & Bio •
• An Anthology of our Extraordinary Earth
• Fungi Grow
• Plant: Explore the Extraordinary World of Plants and Flowers
• Simone Biles
• The Wild Verses: Nature Poems on Love, Hope, and Healing

• JUV & Teen Audio •
• Adventures in Odyssey: Battle Lines